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For the fourth week 
in a row, the S&P 500 
advanced.  
The best performance came from the technology and industrial 
sectors, while healthcare, utilities and energy all fell. 

The market advance seems to be in direct contrast to earnings 
data. So far this earnings season, we have seen roughly 34% of 
companies report. Overall, the results have been poor.  Among 
S&P 500 stocks, earnings and sales are both down over 3%.

Why the earnings downturn? A number of companies are 
understandably blaming the stronger dollar. Often a stronger 
dollar makes our exports more expensive for our international 
partners and they buy fewer of our products. Unfortunately, we 
are seeing little relief on this front. In the last week and a half, 
the US Dollar Index is up over 3%, putting more pressure on large 
export firms. 

Unfortunately, the domestic arena is not looking much better. 
The Conference Board’s Leading Economic Index declined. 
Further, their Coincident-to-Lagging Index reached its lowest 
level of the year. Fed reports out of Kansas City and Chicago are 
also negative. 

Near term, stock momentum is forward. It is reasonable to 
expect more volatility but some further advance may occur. 
However, in the longer term we need to remain circumspect 
because a number of valuation measures are extended. 
Professor Shiller’s CAPE reports are sobering. “The average CAPE 
ratio between 1881 and 2015 in the United States is 17; in July, 
it reached 27. Levels higher than that have occurred very few 
times.... [Afterwards] the stock market eventually collapsed.” 
Another metric, the ratio of total stock value to GDP value was 
recently 155% versus a long term average well below 100% 

FED asset growth is closely correlated with stock and real estate 
price growth. The correlation is on the order of 98%. The FED is 
no longer pumping out money; so called “Quantitative Easing” 
ended a year ago. Instead, the FED contemplates higher rates. 
Higher interest rates would not be a boon to corporations, and we 
do not see any near term relief for the chief business negatives 
domestically: high taxes and excessive regulations. 
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Selling abroad? Unfavorable currency exchange rates are 
impacting corporate sales and profits, especially for larger 
companies. Corporate earnings growth slowed over the past year 
and the average earnings momentum among the 8,000 stocks 
we follow is negative. A year ago it was low, but positive. For a 
number of months, growth stocks have outperformed value. This 
is against historic norms and worked against value investors. It 
made overpriced large institutional favorites appear to be more 
attractive holdings. History teaches such fads do not last. 

There are good reasons for 
anticipating a reversion to value’s 
normal superiority in the months 
ahead.  There is still a great sense of 
unease regarding the global economy, 
and the environment seems pretty 
unforgiving. 
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Daily chart of 
the S&P 500
We still have a long-term bearish signal in when the 50-day 
moving average (MA) crossed below the 200-day MA. When the 
S&P 500 retested the August lows, combined with the oversold 
conditions, it is not surprising to see a bounce.  As you can see 
in the charts below, we saw similar action in the market with 
the August declines.

NOTE 
The Exponential Moving Average (EMA) used in the 
chart below is similar to a Simple Moving Average 
except that more weight is given to the latest data.

On the chart below, we can see that price has moved 
above all three EMAs, which of course causes them 
to move up and converge. The 20-day EMA crossed 
up through the 50-day EMA, generating a short-term 
positive technical event. It will take quite a bit longer for 
the 50-day EMA to cross up through the 200-day EMA, 
and the bear market will remain in effect until it does. 
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The 
20- day EMA 
crossed up 
through the 
50-day EMA
The market has been behaving a lot 
better than I expected it would, and there 
are positive signs that can’t be ignored. 
Because we are in a longer-term bearish 
trend we should continue to expect 
negative outcomes more often than 
positive ones. 
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NOTE 
The solid blue section that moves through the chart 
below is a Bollinger Band.  Bollinger Bands are volatility 
bands placed above and below a moving average.  
Volatility is based on standard deviation, which changes 
as volatility increases or decreases.  Standard deviation 
is a statistical term that measures the amount of 
variability or dispersion around an average. Standard 
deviation is also a measure of volatility.  Generally 
speaking, dispersion is the difference between the 
actual value and the average value.  By definition, prices 
are high at the upper end of the band and low when they 
are at the lower end of the band. At more extreme highs 
or lows, we sometimes refer to prices as “overbought” 
or “oversold”.



Weekly Chart of 
the Russell 2000
At the bottom of the chart you will notice a graph 
of the Russell 2000 Index vs. the S&P 500. This 
is a graph that gives me pause about buying into 
this recent rally. About the only bullish thing I can 
say is the ratio has not taken out the October 
2015 low. Since March of 2014, this indicator has 
shown small caps struggle vs. the S&P 500.  When 

the US Federal Reserve gave their reason for not 
raising interest rates in September, they pointed to 
uncertainty overseas.  If it were just the overseas 
economies they were concerned with, and not the 
domestic economy this graph should be moving 
higher. Instead, it has been moving steadily lower 
in the last four months.  This graph would indicate 
that the domestic economy is not as strong as the 
Fed might have us believe. 
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Sector Relative
Rotation Model
The Sector Relative Rotation Model shows what sectors 
of the S&P 500 are strengthening and what sectors are 
weakening relative to the index. In other words, what is 
driving returns versus detracting from them.

The chart below (updated through October 26, 2015) 
indicates relative strength (relative to the S&P 500 Index) 

for Consumer Discretion, Technology and Consumer Staples.  
Energy, Materials, and Industrials but are indicating short-
term improvement relative to the S&P 500. Healthcare 
and Financials indicate weakening in the model.  Keep in 
mind while this model is helpful to analyze sector strength 
in the S&P 500, it is one tool and should be used with a 
comprehensive investment discipline. 

The Sector Relative Rotation Model 
shows what sectors of the S&P 500 are 
strengthening and what sectors are 
weakening relative to the index. In other 
words, what is driving returns versus 
detracting from them.

The chart below (updated through 
October 26, 2015 ) indicates relative 
strength (relative to the S&P 500 
Index) for Consumer Discretion, 

• Improving (Blue) – weak 
relative strength but improving 
momentum

Note: There are four quadrants on the chart:
• Leading (Green) – strong relative strength and strong momentum
• Weakening (Yellow) – strong relative strength but weakening momentum
• Lagging (Red) – weak relative strength and weak momentum 
•              Improving (Blue) – weak relative strength but improving momentum



REMINDER 
In the October 12th report I mentioned that bonds were winning, and they were. I also 
mentioned the following:

“You should take advantage of current prices to reallocate 
or reduce exposure to your longer-term portfolio goal 
weight to fixed income. “
While stocks rose last week, bond prices did not. Treasury yields rose between 3 and 7 basis points across 
the yield curve. After the week’s moves, we find year-to-date gains of only 0.2% in long term Treasuries. 
Intermediate term treasuries have the best returns, but they are only up 2% so far this year. 

The dollar remained strong with the DXY dollar index rising about 2.7%. It is now ahead about 13% in the 
past year. Such strength is bullish for bonds. Higher prices will lead to lower sales for large US firms who 
market abroad. A decline in sales will slow the need for borrowing. Fewer bonds will need to be marketed 
so existing bond holders will enjoy rising prices. 

Also, China just cut interest rates for the sixth time since November.  Our Fed meets this week, but it likely 
will not do anything. We have a debt ceiling showdown going on in Washington, but it will be raised and 
it will only have a temporary impact on bond prices. Inflation remains stable and weak economic news 
should continue to benefit bond investors. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to email me at luke@stawealth.com.

Have a great week,

Luke Patterson
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Disclaimer:

Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance 
of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by STA Wealth Management, LLC), or any non-investment 
related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this newsletter will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual 
situation, or prove successful. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you 
should not assume that any discussion

or information contained in this newsletter serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from STA Wealth Management, LLC. Please remember to contact STA Wealth 
Management, LLC, in writing, if there are any changes in your personal/financial situation or investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing/evaluating/revising our previous recommendations and/or 
services. STA Wealth Management, LLC is neither a law firm nor a certified public accounting firm and no portion of the newsletter content should be construed as legal or accounting advice. A copy of the

STA Wealth Management, LLC’s current written disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees continues to remain available upon request.


